Switch and maintenance of task set in schizophrenia.
Task set maintenance and switching deficits are robust in schizophrenia. However, little is known about how these constructs are related to one another. The development of an improved understanding of set switching and maintenance deficits in schizophrenia requires that these constructs be explicated in terms of elementary cognitive processes rather than grouped into broad psychological concepts like executive functioning. A relevant dichotomy has been proposed in which sensory and perceptual ("attentional") processes are distinguished from decisional ("intentional") processes in task maintenance and switching; however, the contributions these processes make to performance deficits in schizophrenia is not known. In the present study, 30 participants with schizophrenia and 27 healthy comparisons completed a cued attentional set switching task. In addition to analyses of mean response times, the contributions of attentional and intentional processes to task performance were estimated using an ex-Gaussian distributional analysis. Schizophrenia was associated with a set maintenance deficit that was accounted for by an attentional, rather than intentional, dysfunction. Both groups showed significant switch costs that could be attributed to attentional processes, but there was no evidence for an attentional set switching deficit in schizophrenia. The findings suggest that set switching and set maintenance may reflect distinct cognitive deficits in schizophrenia and that they may be associated with unique information processing mechanisms.